
  oncealBrowse for 
CIOs

THE CONCEAL VALUE FOR CIOs
As the Chief Information Officer, you are responsible for the management of the software, hardware, and systems 
necessary to run the business. Managing the entire environment requires you to also monitor your entire 
environment. As a result, you are tasked with the monitoring and management of assets, software, systems, etc. at 
the edge.
 
ConcealBrowse aids your responsibility on the web.  By monitoring and defending all activity on your organization’s 
browser(s), the necessary management of IT assets at the edge that are necessary to run the business are protected 
with little to no involvement from you and your team.  Rather, you can focus on other monitoring and management 
efforts while being confident in your protection on the web. 

See why Chief Information Officers invest in 
ConcealBrowse to monitor and manage risks at 
the edge.

Minimize Complexity and Your Workload
Allowing Conceal to manage security at the edge gives you the opportunity to focus on other aspects of your 

security strategy.  Beyond management, we ensure seamless integration and scalability so that your 
expectations of your overall security strategy are mirrored by our strategy.  We minimize unneeded complexity 

and costs so that our lightweight browser solution is simply that: lightweight.  

Reduce Time to Defend
With automated monitoring and isolation, malicious 
activity is isolated before an alert needs to be generated 
for concerns on the web. 

Insight on Key Data
The ConcealBrowse dashboard has been overhauled to 
give immediate insight to key metrics and to conduct a 
quick visual analysis of the data they are most interested in.

Enrich User Confidence
Employees’ daily internet usage creates unavoidable risks 
to your company’s cybersecurity posture. But your 
employees can’t stop using the internet and must feel 
comfortable accessing it. ConcealBrowse can maximize 
user confidence in being cyber smart.

Compliance Requirements
Leverage Conceal to maximize your compliance with 
regulatory requirements.  Ask us for mappings to different 
requirements from MITRE ATT&CK, FFIEC, NIST, to PCI and 
others to analyze your compliance against industry 
benchmarks and best practices. 
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